Abstract. We consider approximating the solution of the initial and boundary value problem for the Navier-Stokes equations in bounded two-and three-dimensional domains using a nonstandard Galerkin (finite element) method for the space discretization and the third order accurate, three-step backward differentiation method (coupled with extrapolation for the nonlinear terms) for the time stepping. The resulting scheme requires the solution of one linear system per time step plus the solution of five linear systems for the computation of the required initial conditions; all these linear systems have the same matrix. The resulting approximations of the velocity are shown to have optimal rate of convergence in L2 under suitable restrictions on the discretization parameters of the problem and the size of the solution in an appropriate function space.
1. Introduction. Let ß be a bounded domain in RN, N = 2 or 3, with a smooth boundary 3ß. Given 0 < T< oo, we seek an T^-valued function u = iux,...,uN) (the velocity), and a real-valued function p (the pressure), defined for (x, t) E ß X where/is a given Tî^-valued function defined on ß X [0, T], u° is a given Tî^-valued function defined on ß with t/° = 0 on 9ß and div u° = 0 in ß and v > 0 is a constant (the coefficient of the kinematic viscosity). It will be assumed that the data of the problem (1.1) are such that (1.1) has a unique solution pair [u, p] (with p being unique up to an additive constant) sufficiently smooth so that the convergence results hold. We refer the reader to the books by Ladyzhenskaya [12], Lions [15] , and Temam [18] for existence, uniqueness, and regularity results for (1.1). Our goal in this work is to construct and analyze a fully discrete Galerkin (finite element) method for the approximation of the solution of (1.1). Our method is based on a nonstandard Galerkin approximation in the space variables which uses finitedimensional subspaces, the elements of which are not required to be divergence-free.
For the time discretization we shall use the third order accurate, three-step backward differentiation method coupled with a suitable extrapolation procedure for the nonlinear terms so that only one linear system (with the same matrix) will have to be solved at each time step. The use of a three-step method necessitates providing three initial conditions (starting values) for the scheme. We generate these initial conditions by appropriate single-step methods and extrapolation procedures; their construction involves the solution of five linear systems with the same matrix as the one associated with the linear systems of the subsequent time-stepping. Hence only one matrix need be formed (and, e.g., Li/-decomposed once if the systems are solved by a direct method) in the whole computation.
To this end we begin by introducing notation and the appropriate function spaces that we shall use. For integer s > 0 and real 1 < p < oo we denote by Wß = W^f(fí) the (real) Sobolev spaces, defined in the customary way, of scalar, real-valued functions defined on ß and let | • | denote the associated norms. We put Hs = W{ and let | •{,,{•, •), denote the associated norm, resp. inner product. For í = 0 we denote the norm on W° = Lp by | -\LP and, in particular, on L2 by | -| and the associated L2-inner product by (-,•)• As usual,we let H' be the space of those functions in H' which vanish on 3ß in the sense of trace. We let W -iHs)N be the space of T^-valued functions u = iux,...,uN)
defined on ß such that u¡ E Hs, 1 < /' < N. Correspondingly, we put H1 = iHx)N and equip HJ with the inner product (u, v)s = 2*L,(i/,, v¡)s, generating the product norm || • ||^ = (•, -)'/2. On L2 = iL2)N, the inner product, resp. norm, is denoted by (-, •), resP-II ' II-We shall also use the Banach spaces L00 = iL°°)N, Wlo° = iW X-X)N, which we equip with the norms Hull^ = max1<:(.<A, | v,,|¿«>, \\v\\hoo = nval*il<N\vl\x ", respectively, and the quotient space Hs/Rx, equipped with the norm | v \HyR¡ -infcGÄi | v + c \s. . , \aiu,x>)< lli/HJIull, Vi/^GH1 (1. 3) CJIi/H2 <a(u,u), Vi/GH1.
We now consider approximating the solution [u, p] of (1.1) by a Galerkin-type method. For the space discretization we shall adopt the Lagrange multiplier technique of [2] that allows the use of subspaces, the elements of which are not necessarily divergence-free. A similar technique was originally proposed by Babuska [1] for the stationary (linear) Stokes equations and was analyzed by Falk in [8] ; cf. also the works of Crouzeix and Raviart [5] , and of Jamet and Raviart [10] .
For integer r > 2 and for 0 < h < 1 consider a family S£ = S£(ß) of finite-dimensional subspaces of H ' in which approximations to the velocity will be sought. (In [2] these subspaces are not required to satisfy the essential boundary conditions-they are just subspaces of H1. To simplify matters we require here that S¡ C H'. See Remark 4.4 for the nonconforming case.) S¡¡ will consist of ordered TV-tuples of piecewise polynomials of degree at most r -1 defined on a quasiuniform partition of ß and satisfying, for some constant C independent of h, the approximation property (1.4) inf (||m-xII +h\\u-XWi)<Chs\\u\\s, VuGH'nH'.KKr, and the inverse property (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) llxlli^CA-'llxll, VXGS¿.
Consider also, with r as above and for 0<A< 1, a family Pj* = P[<lü) of finite-dimensional subspaces of Hx, (approximations to the pressure will be sought in P£/Rx), consisting of piecewise polynomials of degree < 1 if r = 2 and < r -2 if r > 2, defined on a (generally different from that associated with S¿¡ ) quasiuniform partition of ß. We require that P£ satisfy, for some constant C independent of h, the approximation property (1.6) inf (\p-4>\ +h\p-<t>\t)^Chs\p\s, Vp E H\ 1 < j < r -1, and the inverse property (1.7) ^.«CA-'I*!, V<¡>G/>¿.
Let now H = H1 X Hx/Rx and H^f = S¡ X P¿/Rl. On H X H define the bilin- [2] . However, for the convenience of the reader we include their proofs in Section 4.) This projection will be suitably close to [u, p] provided ß' < h/h «£ ß holds for some constant ß, sufficiently small, and any 0 < ß' < ß. (All subsequent results will hold provided this condition on h/h holds.)
We now consider the trilinear form bxiu,v,w)= 2 u¡arwjdx, i,j=iJa 6x, which is well defined, e.g., for u, v, w E H1, [18] , since N = 2 or 3. We shall actually use the form
It is well known [18, p. 163 ] that, for u E H1 with div u = 0 in ß and for v,w E H1, there holds
We shall use on occasion several inequalities involving the trilinear form b; we shall list them in Section 2. We remark here that it is well known (since N -2 or 3; cf.
[18, p. 161]) that there exists a constant Cb = Q(ß) such that (1.11) \biu,v,w)\^Cb\\u\\x\\v\\x\\w\\x, Vu,v,wEHx.
Using the notation introduced above it is easily seen that the solution [u, p] of (1.1) satisfies the following weak formulation of (1.1)
Following [2] 
VüGSí.
In [2] it is proved that a unique solution [uh, pf¡] of (1.12) exists for 0 < t < T and that for u, p sufficiently smooth the error estimates ||«A -u\\L^(L2) = 0(/ir) and \Ph~ P Il°°(l2/k1) ~ Oihr~x) hold. We shall not use the semidiscrete approximations uh,ph'at all in this paper. We now consider full discretizations of (1.12). In [2] a second order fully discrete scheme based on the trapezoidal rule with extrapolation for the nonlinear terms is analyzed. In [9] Girault and Raviart analyze the application of a family of two-step, second order accurate A -stable methods combined with extrapolation for the nonlinear terms for the time discretization of the abstract problem (no space discretization) for the Navier-Stokes equations. We point out that such two-step methods with extrapolation have been used for general nonlinear parabolic equations by Dupont, Fairweather and Johnson [7] and Zlámal [19] , among others. In both [2] and [9] only partial extrapolation of the nonlinear terms is done, so that the resulting discrete schemes require the solution of a linear system at each time step whose linear operator changes at each time step. In [11] Jureidini considers the (fourth order in space) stream function formulation for the Navier-Stokes equations with N -2 and uses full extrapolation of the nonlinear terms in a fully discrete Crank-NicolsonGalerkin approximation.
We shall consider the application of the third order accurate three-step backward differentiation method, cf. e.g., [13] , for the full discretization of (1.12). To that effect we let k = T/J, k < 1 be the (constant) time step, where J is a positive integer. Then, the method, in the context of approximating the solution yit), 0 « t < T, of the (scalar) initial value problem y\t) = Fiyit)), 0 < t < T, yiO) = y0 given, becomes (1.13) y"+'-^yn+2 + ^yn+x-^yn = -^kF"+\ « = 0,1,...,/-3, where y" approximates yit"), t" = nk, F" -Fiy") and where, e.g., y° = y0 and yx, y2 have to be supplied by a single-step scheme. We shall use (1.13) with appropriate initial conditions to fully discretize (1.12). We shall modify the scheme by fully extrapolating (totally "lagging") the nonlinear term in (1.12) so that a single linear (1.12)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use system with the same matrix need be solved at each time step. To this end we define the "lag" operator (1.14) Ayn + 3 = 3yn+2-3y"+x +y", Q«S»*S/-3, and note that A>>(fn+3) = yitn+3) + Oik3) for sufficiently smooth yit). We seek {[U«, P"]}Jn=3 E HM"satisfying
where U°, Ux, U2 will be functions in SA that will be appropriately chosen below. It will be shown in Section 2 that for each n,0 < n <J -3, there exists a unique pair [Un+3, P"+3] E HAA-satisfying (1.15) (given UJ E Srh,j = n, n + 1, n + 2), which is found as solution of a linear system whose matrix corresponds to the bilinear form, defined on (HA A*)2,
In order to describe our convergence results we introduce some more notation. In what follows C will denote a generic constant independent of k, h, h, u, p, T, u°, or /; c will denote constants independent of k, h, and h but depending on «°, /, u, and p. The constants c will not depend explicitly on T; they may depend implicitly on T though, through La(0, T; A^-norms of u, p, or/. We shall suppose that the solution [u, p] of (1.1) is smooth enough so that all constants c below exist and are finite. In Section 2 we analyze the convergence of the scheme (1.15), under the assumption that the initial values Uj, j = 0, 1, 2, in Srh satisfy \\UJ' -uJ\\ < c(&3 + hr), 7 = 0, 1, 2, where we put u" -uit") for the solution of (1.1). Specifically, assuming that kh~4/1 < a, for any positive constant a, and that k and h are sufficiently small in the sense that cik3 + hr~x) *z v (condition (2.42)) and that c(i + r)(«6«10/7 + A2'-2) « ?
(condition (2.58)), then, if (1.17) ll«lli,-(Hi)<Ci'
holds, where C is a constant depending on ß only-taken in the proof equal to Ca/660Cfc where Ca and Ch have been defined by (1.3) and (1.11), respectively-we prove in Theorem 2.1 that \\U" -u"|| < c(l + T)1/2(á:3 + hr), 0 <« <J, where c depends of course on a too. A condition of the form (1.17) on the solution of (1.1) is needed for the proof of uniqueness and regularity of the Navier-Stokes equations for N = 3 [18, p. 303 et seq.], but is not necessary for N = 2. However, our proof does not distinguish between the two-and the three-dimensional case. In Section 4 we show, following [18] , that (1.17) holds provided v is sufficiently large and/or the data u°, f are sufficiently small in appropriate function spaces. In Theorem 2.2 we give an alternative result of convergence according to which if (1.17) is not imposed, then a strengthening of condition (2.58) to a condition of the type cecTia6hX0/1 + h2r~2) « v (condition (2.78)) will give (with the other hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 remaining unchanged) the error estimate \\U" -un\\ < cecTik3 + hr), 0<n<J.
For the pressure we obtain (cf. Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.2) the estimate \P"-p(t")\L>/R< = 0(k2 + k~xhr + hr~x), 3^n^J
with no additional hypotheses. In Section 3 we address the problem of choosing the initial conditions Uj,j = 0, 1, 2, in SA so that \\Uj -uJ\\ -Oik3 + hr). Moreover we ask that their computation involve again only solving linear systems with the matrix corresponding to the bilinear form A defined by (1.16 we prove in Theorem 3.1 that (for kh~2/3 < a) \\UJ -uJ\\ = Oik3 + hr),j = 0,1,2.
We note that a total of five linear systems with the matrix corresponding to the bilinear form A need be solved for the determination of Uj,j = 0,1,2.
We close the paper with a section of remarks in which, in addition to giving sufficient conditions for (1.17) to hold and providing the proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we outline the algorithm for an analogous fully discrete method that uses the two-step, second order accurate backward differentiation method and state without proof an analogous optimal rate convergence theorem.
In [14] , M.-N. Le Roux considers the application of strongly ^(ö)-stable multistep methods (the third order backward differentiation method is strongly ^(ö)-stable with 6 s 88°, cf. [13] ) for the time discretization of the abstract Navier-Stokes problem (no space discretization) in two dimensions and gives an optimal rate of convergence estimate under a condition of the type (1.17) if 0 < 7r/2. However, only partial extrapolation of the nonlinearity is employed so that the linear operator to be inverted at each step changes from step to step.
Backward differentiation methods of order up to six have been analyzed by Bramble and Sammon, cf., e.g., [3] for an announcement of the results, for the efficient full discretizations of Galerkin-type methods for general quasilinear parabolic equations for which the type of the nonlinearity necessitates the use of preconditioned iterative methods, cf. [6] , [4] , with a time-independent preconditioning operator leading to the solution of a number of linear systems with the same matrix at each step. In the Navier-Stokes case, due to the "semilinear" nature of the problem "linearization" may be achieved by totally "lagging" the nonlinear term and then solving one linear system per step, corresponding to the time-independent part of the Navier-Stokes operator.
Time Stepping With the Three-Step Backward Differentiation Method. In this
section we analyze the convergence of the scheme (1.15) under the assumption that U' are optimally close in L2 to the exact values uJ for j = 0,1,2. First we state two results of [2] concerning the bilinear form B defined by (1.8). These results, which appear here appropriately simplified for our purposes, will be used repeatedly. For the convenience of the reader we shall provide their proofs in Section 4 (cf. Remark 4.3). We consider \\\[u,p]\\\ = (||«||2 +\p\h/Rx)X/2, which is a norm on H X H. We then have Proposition 2.1. There exists a constant C = CiN) such that for C, = Cmax^, 1) we have
Moreover, there exists a positive constant ß, independent of v, h, h, such that, for h/h < ß, there exists a constant C2 = C2iß, p, ß) such that
In addition the following projection result holds.
be the solution of (1.1), and suppose that, for j = 0,1 and for some 1 < a < oo, dJu dJp diJ ' dtJ Suppose that h/h < ß as in Proposition 2.1 and that, for some positive constant ß', there holds that ß' < h/h. Then, there exists a unique pair [ut, it] E La(HA a")-henceforth referred to as the "B-projection" of[u, p] onto Hh¿-satisfying
t^T.
Moreover, the following error estimates hold for some constant C, independent of h, h, u,p, and T:
E La((Hx n Hs) X HsX/Rx), 2 <s <r.
(2.4)
2 <s < r, p, y = 0,1.
Chs-x(\\u\\La(UÍ)+\p\L«(HS-i/Rl)), 2<s<r. □ Henceforth we shall always assume that /?' < h/h < ß, so that the conclusions of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 hold, under the appropriate smoothness assumptions on u and p.
It is easy now to see that, for each 0 =£ n «£ J -3, given UJ E Srh,j = n, n + 1, n + 2, a unique solution [<7"+3, P"+3] E Hh A of (1.15) exists. For, assuming that there exists [U, P] E HAA satisfying in (2.6), we obtain by (1.8) that U -0. It follows by (2.6) that (u, grad P) = 0 V«eS;. Putting now u = 0, p = P in (2.2) we see that P = 0 in P£/Rx. Hence (2.6) has only the trivial solution, a fact that establishes the existence and uniqueness of the solution [t/"+3, 7>"+3], 0 < n < J -3, of (1.15). We shall henceforth denote by S = S(r, h, h) the subspace of SA consisting of all functions v E SA for which (t>, grad q) -0 holds for all q E P¡~. Clearly S is not empty under the hypotheses of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. For example, putting v = 0 in (2.3) and using the fact that div w(r) = 0, we see that <o(i) G S for t E [0, T].
Before proceeding to the error estimates we list some more inequalities associated with the trilinear form 6(t/, v, w), defined by (1.9), that will be repeatedly used in sequel along with (1.11). It follows easily from (1.9) that there exists a constant
On the other hand, it follows from (1.10) that there exists a constant C = C(7V) such that for u G H1 n L00, such that div u = 0 in ß and for v, w E H1,
hold. In addition, for u E H1 with div u = 0 in ß and for ceH'il W1-00, w E H1 we have that (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) \b(u,v,w)\^ C\\u\\\\v\\xJ\w\\ and if u E H1 with div u = 0 in ß and if v E H1 n L00, w E H1, (2.9') |è(i/,t;,w)|<C||M||||t;||00||w||1.
Let now Wit), 7r(i)] G HA A, 0 < t < T, be the 75-projection, defined by (2.3), of the solution [t/(r), pit)] of (1.1), and put y" = y(t"), 0 < n < J, for a function y defined in [0, T\. Define f " = U" -«", 0 < n < J, e" = P" -it", 3 < n < /, tj(í) = uit) -wit), 0 < t *z T. Then, using (2.3) and (1.15), we easily obtain
where (2.11) P«+3 = y^M,"+3 -(""^3 -TT""+2 + 1T""+1 _ ^"")' 0<n</-3, and (2.11') 6"+3 = ^+3-i|^+2 + ^r^+1-AT?n) 0<«</-3.
We look first at the nonlinear terms in the right-hand side of (2.10), which we write as
We now estimate the individual terms in the right-hand side of (2.12). Since u is the solution of (1.1), div u -0 in ß and hence (2.8) gives
<CA:3||t/||i,o= (Loc   d3u   3r3 lull., 0<«</-3.
¿~(L2)
Using again (2.8) and also (2.4), we obtain (2.14) \b(u"+3,Ar¡"+3,v)\<C\\u"+3\\J\AT1"+3\\\\v\\x < CAr||M|lí.-0L«)(ll«llí.«(HO + |/»U-(ir-VJi'))ll0lli. 0«« «/-3.
For the purposes of Theorem 2.1 we shall estimate the third term of the right-hand side of (2.12) in two different ways depending on n. First, using (1.11), we have <C6||«||l.
-(".)||Ar+3ll,lloll" 3^«<7-3.
In addition, using (2.8),
<C||t/ 11-^-,IIA?"+3II Hull,, « = 0,1,2.
Again (2.8) gives \b(u"+3 -Aun+3, Aw"+3,v)\< C\\u"+3 -Ai/"+3||J|Aío"+3|| ||t»||" 0«£w</-3.
To estimate || Aw"+3 II we recall that w(f ) G S. Hence, putting v = u in (2. Hence we see that
Applying (1.11), we now obtain
From (2.7), (2.4) it follows that (2.18) |è(AT,n+3,AM',+3,i;)|<C(||Ai,',+3||||At/',+3||li00||t;||
0<««£/-3.
Using now (1.11), (2.4) and the facts that h< 1, r > 2, we see that
Again, (1.11) and (2.4) give (2.20) |Z>(Af+3,AT)"+3,t;)|<Cfc||Ar+3ll1IIAr?"+3||1||ü||, < CA'-'illwIli-rH') + |/»L-(jr-V*'))HAJ:"+3llilloll" 0<«</-3.
Using ( 1.11 ), we obtain (2.21) |e(Ar+3,w"+3,«)|<Cft||M||L"(Hl)||Ar+3ll1llull1, 3*«</-3, while (2.7) gives ift(Ar+3,w',+3,t))i<c(iiAr+3iiiii/',+3ii1,00ikii + iiAr+3iiiiw"+3ii00ikii1) (2.21') From (1.11) we obtain <C||w| ¿"(W1-00) IAf n + 3l « = 0,1,2. < CA'-'ÍII««^^ + |/»|1-(jr-./j,.))IIAÍ"+3||I||oj|1> 0 < n <J -3.
Finally, (1.11) gives (2.24) |*(AJ'"+3,Af"+3fo)|<C6||Ar+3ll,lloll" Ó<»</-3.
We return now to the estimation of f in (2.10). For reasons that will become evident in Section 3, where the error estimates for \\Uj -uJ\\, j -0,1,2, will be given, we need to estimate f ", « = 3, 4, 5, in a different way than f ", 6 *£ n «£ J. Henceforth we shall make the hypothesis (to be verified in Section 3 for our particular initial conditions) that (2.25) Hj\\<c0(k3 + hr), j = 0,1,2, is satisfied. Here, the lower-case constant c0 depends on u, p as noted in the Introduction. Proof. Putting v = 0 in (2.10), we see that (f"+3, grad q) = 0 V q E P£/Rx, i.e., that f"+3 e S, for 0 < n < / -3. Hence the choice v = T+3 in (2.10) gives
Using now the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the inequality 2ab < a2/e + eb2 for e > 0, we obtain, for any e,, e2 > 0,
Then, using the second inequality of (1.3) and choosing e2 = 11/29, e, = »>Cfl/l 1, we obtain \\r+3\\2 + kva(r+3,t"+3) In particular, ||f31| = Oik3 + hr), and the argument can be repeated using (2.32) for « = 1 and then for « = 2 to yield (2.27). Of course, this type of estimation can only be used for a small (i.e., independent of k) number of steps. D We continue now with the estimation of f"+3 for 3 < « </ -3. As an intermediate step we prove the following We now estimate some of the terms in the right-hand side of (2.38), using the weighted arithmetic-geometric mean inequality for e > 0 and (2.30), (2.31), (1.3) and the definition of Tf '
Í2||p"+3 + 5"+3|| + ^ck(k3 + hr) + ^Chk\\At"+3\\2}\\nn+3h
< ce~xk(k3 + h'f + Ce-»A:||Ar+3ll?
+ek[a(r+\ r+3) + a(r+2, r+2) + a(r+l, r+1)], 3<«</-3.
Hence, choosing, e.g., e = p/121, we obtain from (2.38) and the above, using again The triangle inequality and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality yield, if we recall the definitions of Af "+\ TÇ"+3, the (convenient) estimate (2.41) a(Ar+\ Ar+3)1/2a(rr+\ rr+3)1/2 < 5{a(r+3, r+3) + *(r+2, r+2) + a(r+l, r+1) + «(r, D].
We conclude then that if we take k, « sufficiently small so that, e.g., the "cell Reynolds number"-type condition (2.42) 5c'(A:3+ «'"') <-j^-holds and in addition require, e.g., that 120 C" 2v (2-43) Tf-pll"ll/.
-(H')<TJf.
i.e., a condition of the form (2.35), then (2.36) follows from (2.40)-(2.43). D Remark 2.1. As we remarked in the Introduction a condition of the form (2.35) on the solution of (1.1) is needed for the proof of uniqueness and regularity of the Navier-Stokes equations for N = 3, cf. [18, p. 303 ], but is not necessary for N = 2. It may be shown that it is guaranteed if v is sufficiently large and/or the data «°,/are sufficiently small in appropriate function spaces; cf. Section 4 below. In Theorem 2.2 we shall replace this condition by a requirement that k and « be sufficiently small; however this requirement will be qualitatively more stringent than, e.g., the one of the type (2.42). □ We now complete by an inductive argument the estimation of ||f+3ll, 3 < « < J -3, starting from (2.36). Now, using (2.26), we note that h~2(k6 + h2r) = k6h-2 + h2'-2 «S a6«10/7 + h2r-2.
Hence, supposing that « is sufficiently small, e.g., with C as in (2.36) and C, as in ) shows that, if we suppose, e.g., that k > a'h for some positive constant a' (a condition which for sufficiently small « is certainly compatible with a condition of the form (2.26)), then | P" -p" \Li/Rt = Oik2 + hr~]). D
We now state and prove a convergence result for which a condition of the type (2.35) is no longer needed. On the other hand a more stringent (than, e.g., the one given by (2.58)) "smallness" requirement on k and « will come into the picture. Proof. Obviously (2.27) still holds and so does (2.37). In (2.37) estimating the left-hand side as in Lemma 2.2 but estimating the right-hand side using (2.12)-(2.14), .26), and we prove that they satisfy (2.25) for an appropriate constant c0 = c0iu, p). Clearly all the intermediate approximations needed for finding the initial conditions exist uniquely. The error estimates will be proved in a series of lemmata and will be summarized in Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.1. Let U° be the solution o/(1.18) and let co° = co(0) be defined by (2.3) for t = 0. Then U° E S and Since by (3.6) f° G S, putting v = f° in the above yields iifoii2 + -^^c7(f^fo) = (fr°,fo)<^iiif0ii2 + |iif0ii2.
It follows by (3.5) that (3.7) ||f°||2 + {y/c™(í0,í0Hc«2'.
Since now ||t/° -co°|| < \\U° -co°|| + \\u° -«°|| + ||ii° -co°||, it follows from (3.7), (3.5), (2.4) that (3.1) holds. By (2.4) we also obtain (3.2). D Lemma 3.2. Let (V6/'1 be defined by (1.19), and let f6/" = i/6/" -to6/". Then U6/xx G S and (3.8) llf6/11ll2 + kpa(S"", f6/") « c(k2 + hr)2.
Proof. Putting v = 0 in (1.19), we see that tV6/" G S. Letting f6/" = U6/xxw6/ne6/ii -p6/u -w6/u (whereof course, co6/" = co(6A:/ll), w6/" =»(6*/11) are defined by (2.3)) and £° = t/° -co°, we obtain, using (1.19), (2. Noting that f6/u = (76/" -co6/" G S, putting u = f6/" in the above, and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we see that \\^xx\\2 + fxkva(^xx,^xx) We now estimate the three terms in the right-hand side of (3.18). For every v E SA we have first by (2.7) that For the second term in the right-hand side of (3.18) we obtain, using (1.11) and (1.3), for any e > 0, v E SA k\b(2t/xx -2t,6/11,I/12/" -At/12/" -2f6/u + 2t,6/1\u)| Cbk\m6/xx -2t,6/" II ,11t/12/" -Äw12/11 II, Il ull, (3.23 ) +CÄ/c||2f6/11-2T,6/1,||2llt;||l < Ote-'Olf6/" -î,6/" II2 Ht/12/'1 -Ài/12/n||2 + llf6/n -T,6/n||4)
Now, using (3.21) yields Finally, for the third term in the right-hand side of (3.18) we obtain, using (1. For the first term in the right-hand side of (3.31) we obtain using (2.7), (2.4), (3.14), for any e > 0, v E Srh that /t|ft(T),2/"-2f1+r,°,M12/n,ü)| <Cyt||T/l2/"-2fl+7,0||||w,2/"|l,,0Ollü|l1 Similarly, for the second term, using (2.8) and then exactly as above, for any v E SA, £>0, (3.33) k\b(un/",-nx2/"-2Çx+rf>,t>)\ <Ck\\un'"\\J\if2/n-2fl+if,nv\\i <C£-'(A:6 + «2r) + £Â:a(t;,t;).
We estimate now the third term of the right-hand side of (3.31). Using (1.11) we see that, for e > 0, To estimate now the fourth term of the right-hand side of (3.39) we define Exactly as in (3.54), Finally, by (1.11), (3.36), (3.37), (1.5), (2.4), (3.13) and the facts that A < 1, r > 2 we obtain for £ > 0 Hence, putting v = f3 G S in (3.39) and using the standard inequalities, we obtain, by (3.44), (3.57)-(3.59) for e, e' > 0, HiU' + ^kva^J,) 11 1 f12/"||2 + c((E'r' + e-x)(k6 + h2r) + £'||f3||2 + eka(i3J3), which in conjunction with (3.37) yields (3.38) for suitable e, e'. D
We finally define Í/24/" by (1.24) and obtain, if f24/" = t/24/" -co24/", by (3.38), (3.37) (3.60) ||f24/"|| = ll2i/3 -t/24/" -co24/" II = ||2f3 + co12/11 -i/12/"|| <2||f3|| + ||f,2/"|| <c(k3+hr).
In particular, as a consequence of (3.37), (3.60) and (2.4) we see that our results imply (under the hypothesis (3.13)) that The main result of this section may now be proved easily. .1) \\u\\L^x<vCJ660Ch.
The relevant estimates are easy to obtain, following, e.g., [12] , [15] , [18] . We state here the final results omitting the details of the proofs. It can be seen, using the methods of Section 3, albeit in a much more straightforward manner, that Hi/1 -1111| ^c(k2 + hr), unconditionally. Using now the methods of Section 2, appropriately simplified, we can show that if U°, Ux are chosen as above, if kh~4/5 < a for any a > 0, and if a condition of the form (2.35) holds, then, for k and A sufficiently small (specifically if cik2 + Ar~') < v, cTi<x4h6/5 + h2r~2) < v), it follows that lit/"-u"\\ <c(l + T)]/2(k2 + hr), 2<«</.
Again, if (2.35) is not required to hold we may obtain again the analog of (2.65), i.e., that \\U"-u"\\<cecT(k2 + hr), 2<n<J, for k, A appropriately small. For the pressure we obtain now that | P" -p" \Li,R\ = Oik +k~xhr +hr'x),2<n<J. Pick now, e.g., e = vCJ2. Then, given any positive constant X < Cx, it is possible to choose a constant ß so that A \ 2C3[h"2 for 0 < A/A *£ ß. For such h/h we conclude therefore that
